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�e two-dimensionalmagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stagnation-point owof electrically conducting non-NewtonianCasson uid
and heat transfer towards a stretching sheet have been considered.�e e�ect of thermal radiation is also investigated. Implementing
similarity transformations, the governing momentum, and energy equations are transformed to self-similar nonlinear ODEs and
numerical computations are performed to solve those. �e investigation reveals many important aspects of ow and heat transfer.
If velocity ratio parameter (B) and magnetic parameter (M) increase, then the velocity boundary layer thickness becomes thinner.
On the other hand, for Casson uid it is found that the velocity boundary layer thickness is larger compared to that of Newtonian
uid. �e magnitude of wall skin-friction coe�cient reduces with Casson parameter (�). �e velocity ratio parameter, Casson
parameter, and magnetic parameter also have major e�ects on temperature distribution. �e heat transfer rate is enhanced with
increasing values of velocity ratio parameter. �e rate of heat transfer is enhanced with increasing magnetic parameterM for B >
1 and it decreases withM for B < 1. Moreover, the presence of thermal radiation reduces temperature and thermal boundary layer
thickness.

1. Introduction

In uid dynamics the e�ects of external magnetic �eld on
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ow over a stretching sheet
are very important due to its applications in many engineer-
ing problems, such as glass manufacturing, geophysics, paper
production, and puri�cation of crude oil. �e ow due to
stretching of a at surface was �rst investigated by Crane [1].
Pavlov [2] studied the e�ect of external magnetic �eld on the
MHD ow over a stretching sheet. Andersson [3] discussed
the MHD ow of viscous uid on a stretching sheet and
Mukhopadhyay et al. [4] presented the MHD ow and heat
transfer over a stretching sheet with variable uid viscosity.
On the other hand, Fang and Zhang [5] reported the exact
solution ofMHDowdue to a shrinking sheet with wall mass
suction. Bhattacharyya and Layek [6] showed the behavior
of solute distribution in MHD boundary layer ow past a
stretching sheet. Furthermore,many vital properties ofMHD
ow over stretching sheet were explored in various articles
[7–12] in the literature. Several important investigations on
the ow due to stretching/shrinking sheet are available in the
literature [13–16].

Chiam [17] investigated the stagnation-point ow tow-
ards a stretching sheet with the stretching velocity of the
plate being equal to the straining velocity of the stagnation-
point ow and found no boundary layer structure near the
sheet.Mahapatra andGupta [18] reconsidered the stagnation-
point ow problem towards a stretching sheet taking di�erent
stretching and straining velocities and they observed two
di�erent kinds of boundary layer near the sheet depending
on the ratio of the stretching and straining constants. �e
detailed discussion on the stagnation-point ow over stretch-
ing/shrinking sheet can be found in the works of Mahapatra
and Gupta [19], Nazar et al. [20], Layek et al. [21], Nadeem et
al. [22], Bhattacharyya [23–25], Bhattacharyya et al. [26–28],
Bhattacharyya and Vajravelu [29], and Van Gorder et al. [30].

Many uids used in industries show non-Newtonian
behaviour, so themodern-day researchers aremore interested
in those industrial non-Newtonian uids and their dynamics.
A single constitutive equation is not enough to cover all
properties of such non-Newtonian uids and hence many
non-Newtonian uid models [31–34] have been proposed
to clarify all physical behaviours. Casson uid is one of the
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types of such non-Newtonian uids, which behaves like an
elastic solid, and for this uid, a yield shear stress exists in
the constitutive equation. Fredrickson [35] investigated the
steady owof aCassonuid in a tube.�eunsteady boundary
layer ow and heat transfer of a Casson uid over a moving
at plate with a parallel free stream were studied by Mustafa
et al. [36] and they solved the problem analytically using
homotopy analysis method (HAM). Bhattacharyya et al. [37,
38] reported the exact solution for boundary layer ow of
Casson uid over a permeable stretching/shrinking sheet
with and without external magnetic �eld. �e important
characteristics of the ows of various non-Newtonian uids
over a stretching/shrinking sheet can be found in the articles
[39–46].

Motivated by the previously mentioned investigations
on ow of non-Newtonian uids due to a stretching sheet
and its vast applications in many industries, in the present
paper, the steady two-dimensional MHD stagnation-point
ow of electrically conducting non-Newtonian Casson uid
and heat transfer past a stretching sheet in presence of
thermal radiation e�ect are investigated. Using similarity
transformations, the governing equations are transformed.
�e converted self-similar ordinary di�erential equations are
solved by shooting method.�e numerical results are plotted
in some �gures to see the e�ects of physical parameters on the
ow and heat transfer.

2. Mathematical Analysis of the Flow

Consider the steady two-dimensional incompressible ow of
electrically conducting Casson uid bounded by a stretching
sheet at � = 0, with the ow being con�ned in � > 0. It is also
assumed that the rheological equation of state for an isotropic
and incompressible ow of a Casson uid can be written as
[37, 47]

��� =
{{{{{{{{{

(
� + ��
√2) 2���,  > �,

(
� + ��
√2�)2���,  < �,

(1)

where 
� is plastic dynamic viscosity of the non-Newtonian
uid, �� is the yield stress of uid,  is the product of the
component of deformation rate with itself, namely,  = ������,��� is the (�, �)th component of the deformation rate, and � is
critical value of  based on non-Newtonian model.

Under the previous conditions, the MHD boundary layer
equations for steady stagnation-point ow can be written as

��
�� + �V

�� = 0, (2)

����� + V

��
�� = �� ����� + �(1 + 1

�)
�2�
��2 −

��20� (� − ��) ,
(3)

where � and V are the velocity components in � and �
directions, respectively, �� =  � is the straining velocity
of the stagnation-point ow with  (>0) being the straining

constant, � is the kinematic uid viscosity, � is the uid
density, � = 
�√2�/�� is the non-Newtonian or Casson
parameter, � is the electrical conductivity of the uid, and�0
is the strength of magnetic �eld applied in the � direction,
with the induced magnetic �eld being neglected.

�e boundary conditions for the velocity components are

� = ��, V = 0 at � = 0,
� !→ �� as � !→ ∞, (4)

where �� = $� is stretching velocity of the sheet with $ (>0)
being the stretching constant.

�e stream function Ψ is introduced as

� = �Ψ
�� , V = −�Ψ�� . (5)

For relations of (5), (2) is satis�ed automatically and (3) takes
the following form:

�Ψ
��

�2Ψ
���� − �Ψ

��
�2Ψ
��2 = �� ����� + �(1 + 1

�)
�3Ψ
��3

− ��20� (�Ψ�� − ��) .
(6)

Also, boundary conditions in (4) reduce to

�Ψ
�� = ��, �Ψ

�� = 0, at � = 0,
�Ψ
�� !→ �� as � !→ ∞.

(7)

Now, the dimensionless variable for the stream function is
implemented as

Ψ = √$��& (') , (8)

where the similarity variable ' is given by ' = �√$/�.
Using relation (8) and similarity variable, (6) �nally takes

the following self-similar form:

(1 + 1
�)&			 + &&		 − &	2 −*(&	 − 3) + 32 = 0, (9)

where primes denote di�erentiation with respect to ', * =��20/�$ is themagnetic parameter, and3 =  /$ is the velocity
ratio parameter.

�e boundary conditions reduce to

& (') = 0, &	 (') = 1 at ' = 0,
&	 (') !→ 3 as ' !→ ∞. (10)

3. Analysis of Heat Transfer

For the temperature distribution in the ow �eld with the-
rmal radiation, the governing energy equation can be written
as

��5�� + V

�5
�� = 6

�$

�25
�� 2 − 1

�$

�7��� , (11)
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where 5 is the temperature, 6 is the thermal conductivity, $

is the speci�c heat, and 7� is the radiative heat ux.

�e appropriate boundary conditions are

5 = 5� at � = 0,
5 !→ 5∞ as � !→ ∞, (12)

where 5� is the constant temperature at the sheet and 5∞ is
the free stream temperature assumed to be constant.

Using the Rosseland approximation for radiation [48],7� = −(4�∗/3:1)�54/�� is obtained, where �∗ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant and :1 is the absorption coe�cient. We
presume that the temperature variation within the ow is
such that 54 may be expanded in a Taylor’s series. Expanding54 about 5∞ and neglecting higher-order terms we get 54 =453∞5 − 354∞.

Now (11) reduces to

��5�� + V

�5
�� = 6

�$

�25
�� 2 + 16�53∞3:1�$


�25
��2 . (13)

Next, the dimensionless temperature ? is introduced as

? (') = 5 − 5∞5� − 5∞ . (14)

Using (8), (14), and the similarity variable, (13) reduces to

(3@ + 4) ?		 + 3@Pr&?	 = 0, (15)

where primes denote di�erentiation with respect to ', Pr =$

/6 is the Prandtl number, and @ = 6∗:1/4�53∞ is the
thermal radiation parameter.

�e boundary conditions for ? are obtained from (12) as

? (') = 1 at ' = 0,
? (') !→ 0 as ' !→ ∞. (16)

4. Skin Friction Coefficient and
Nusselt Number

�e physical quantities of interest are the wall skin friction
coe�cient A� and the local Nusselt number Nu�, which are
de�ned as

A� = ����2� (�) , Nu� = �7�B (5� − 5∞) , (17)

where �� is the shear stress or skin friction along the stretch-
ing sheet and 7� is the heat ux from the sheet and those are
de�ned as

�� = (
� + ��
√2)(����)�=0,

7� = B(�5�� )
�=0

.
(18)

�us, we get the wall skin friction coe�cientA� and the local
Nusselt number Nu� as follows:

A�√Re� = (1 + 1
�)&		 (0) ,

Nu�√Re�
= −?	 (0) ,

(19)

where Re� = ���/� is the local Reynolds number.

5. Numerical Method for Solution

Equations (9) and (15) along with boundary conditions
(10) and (16) are solved using shooting method [49–51] by
converting them to an initial value problem. In this method,
it is necessary to choose a suitable �nite value of ' → ∞,
say '∞. �e following system is set

&	 = �, �	 = 7,
7	 = {�2 +*(� − 3) − &7 − 32}

(1 + 1/�) ,

?	 = F, F	 = 3@Pr&F
(3@ + 4)

(20)

with the boundary conditions

& (0) = 0, � (0) = 1, ? (0) = 1. (21)

In order to integrate (20) with (21) as an initial value problem,
the values of 7(0), that is, &		(0) and F(0), that is, ?	(0), are
required, but no such values are given in the boundary
conditions. �e suitable guess values for &		(0) and ?	(0)
are chosen and then integration is carried out. �en, the
calculated values for &	and ? at '∞ = 15 (say) are compared
with the given boundary conditions&	(15) = 3 and ?(15) = 0
and the estimated values,&		(0) and ?	(0), are adjusted to
give a better approximation for the solution. We take the
series of values for&		(0) and ?	(0) and apply the fourth-order
classical Runge-Kutta method with step-size Δ' = 0.01. �e
previous procedure is repeated until we get the asymptotically
converged results within a tolerance level of 10−5.

6. Results and Discussion

�e abovementioned numerical scheme is carried out for
various values of physical parameters, namely, the velocity
ratio parameter (3), themagnetic parameter (*), the Casson
parameter (�), the Prandtl number (Pr), and the thermal
radiation parameter (@) to obtain the e�ects of those parame-
ters on dimensionless velocity and temperature distributions.
�e obtained computational results are presented graphically
in Figures 1–12 and the variations in velocity and temperature
are discussed.

Firstly, a comparison of the obtained results with previ-
ously published data is performed. �e values of wall skin-
friction coe�cient &		(0) for Newtonian uid case (� = ∞)
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Figure 1: Velocity pro�les &(') for several values of 3.

Table 1: Values of &		(0) for several values of B with * = 0 and� = ∞ (Newtonian uid case without magnetic �eld).

B Mahapatra and Gupta [19] Nazar et al. [20] Present study

0.1 −0.9694 −0.9694 −0.969386
0.2 −0.9181 −0.9181 −0.918107
0.5 −0.6673 −0.6673 −0.667263
2.0 2.0175 2.0176 2.017503

3.0 4.7293 4.7296 4.729284

in the absence of external magnetic �eld for di�erent values
of velocity ratio parameter (B) are compared with those
obtained by Mahapatra and Gupta [19], Nazar et al. [20] in
Table 1 in order to verify the validity of the numerical scheme
used and those are found in excellent agreement.

�e velocity boundary layer thickness (I) and thermal
boundary layer thickness (I�) are, respectively, described

by the equations I = '�√�/$ and I� = '��√�/$. �e
dimensionless boundary layer thicknesses '� and '�� are
de�ned as the values of ' (nondimensional distance from
the surface) at which the di�erence of dimensionless velocity&	(') and the parameter 3 has been reduced to 0.001
and the dimensionless temperature ?(') has been decayed
to 0.001, respectively. �e velocity and thermal boundary
layer thicknesses for various parametric values are given in
Table 2.�e velocity boundary layer thickness decreases with
increasing values 3 (both for 3 > 1 and 3 < 1) and also the
thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with increasing3. So, when the straining velocity rate increases compared
to that of stretching velocity rate, then both the boundary
layer thicknesses reduce. Actually, downward vorticity due
to straining velocity causes the reduction of boundary layer
thickness. Similar to velocity ratio parameter, the increase of
Casson parameter � also makes the velocity boundary layer
thickness thinner. So, the velocity boundary layer thickness
for Casson uid is larger than that of Newtonian uid. �us,
the plasticity of the uid causes the increment of the velocity
boundary layer thickness. On the other hand, for 3 = 0.1
(<1), the thermal boundary layer thickness increases with
increasing values of Casson parameter, but for 3 = 2 (>1)
the thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with Casson

Table 2: Values of '� and '�� for several values of B, �,M, Pr, and R.

� = 2,* = 0.5,
Pr = 1, @ = 1

3 → 0.1 0.5 1 1.5 2.0

'� 5.76 4.81 — 2.59 2.48

'�� 10.78 6.59 5.04 4.25 3.75

* = 0.5, Pr = 1,@ = 1

� → 0.5 1 2 5 ∞
'� 3 = 0.1 8.14 6.65 5.76 5.15 4.70

3 = 2 3.50 2.86 2.48 2.22 2.03

'�� 3 = 0.1 9.45 10.24 10.78 11.17 11.48

3 = 2 3.82 3.78 3.75 3.73 3.72

� = 2, Pr = 1,@ = 1

* → 0 0.5 1 2

'� 3 = 0.1 6.49 5.76 5.20 4.43

3 = 2 2.53 2.48 2.43 2.33

'�� 3 = 0.1 10.17 10.78 11.21 11.75

3 = 2 3.76 3.75 3.74 3.73

� = 2,* = 0.5,@ = 1
Pr → 0.5 1 2

'�� 3 = 0.1 14.46 10.78 6.69

3 = 2 5.22 3.75 2.70

� = 2,* = 0.5,
Pr = 1

@ → 1 2 5

'�� 3 = 0.1 10.78 8.58 7.09

3 = 2 3.75 3.20 2.81

parameter. Furthermore, due to magnetic �eld, the velocity
boundary layer thickness reduces in all cases. But the thermal
boundary layer thickness reduces (increases) for 3 = 2
(3 = 0.1) with stronger magnetic �eld. Finally, for the
Prandtl number and for radiation parameter, the thermal
boundary layer thickness decreases, which is the same as that
of Newtonian uid case.

�e velocity and temperature pro�les for various values
of velocity ratio parameter 3 are plotted in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively. Depending on the velocity ratio parameter, two
di�erent kinds of boundary layers are obtained as described
byMahapatra and Gupta [18] for Newtonian uid. In the �rst
kind, the velocity of uid inside the boundary layer decreases
from the surface towards the edge of the layer (for 3 < 1)
and in the second kind the uid velocity increases from the
surface towards the edge (for 3 > 1). �ose characters can
be seen from velocity pro�les in Figure 1. Also, it is important
to note that if 3 = 1 ( = $), that is, the stretching velocity
and the straining velocity are equal, then there is no boundary
layer of Casson uid ow near the sheet, which is similar to
that of Chiam’s [17] observation for Newtonian uid. From
Figure 2, it is seen that in all cases thermal boundary layer
is formed and the temperature at a point decreases with3.

�e e�ects of Casson parameter � on the velocity and
temperature �elds are depicted in Figures 3 and 4. It is
worthwhile to note that the velocity increases with the
increase in values of � for 3 = 2 and it decreases with� for 3 = 0.1. Consequently, the velocity boundary layer
thickness reduces for both values of 3. Due to the increase of
Casson parameter�, the yield stress�� falls and consequently
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Figure 4: Temperature pro�les ?(') for several values of �.

velocity boundary layer thickness decreases. �e inuences
of Casson parameter on the temperature pro�les are di�erent
in two cases, 3 = 2 and 3 = 0.1. Temperature at a point
decreases with increasing � for 3 = 2 and increases with
increasing � for 3 = 0.1.

In Figures 5 and 6, the velocity and temperature pro�les
are presented for several values of magnetic parameter *.
Similar to that of Casson parameter, due to the increase of
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Figure 6: Temperature pro�les ?(') for several values of*.

magnetic parameter the dimensionless velocity at �xed '
increases for 3 = 2 and for 3 = 0.1 the velocity decre-
ases. Consequently, for both types of boundary layers, the
thickness decreases. �e Lorentz force induced by the dual
actions of electric and magnetic �elds reduces the velocity
boundary layer thickness by opposing the transport phe-
nomenon. Also, for 3 = 2, the temperature decreases with* and increases with* for 3 = 0.1.

�e dimensionless temperature pro�les ?(') for several
values of Prandtl Number Pr and thermal radiation para-
meter @ are exhibited in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, for
two values of 3. In both cases (3 = 0.1 and 2), the
temperature decreases with increasing values of Prandtl
number and radiation parameter and the thermal boundary
layer thickness becomes smaller in all cases. Actually, the
rate of heat transfer is enhanced with Prandtl Number and
radiation parameter and this causes the reduction of thermal
boundary layer thickness.

�e physical quantities, the wall skin friction coe�cientA�, and the local Nusselt number Nu�, which have immense
engineering applications, are proportional to the values of(1 + 1/�)&		(0) and −?	(0), respectively. �e values of (1 +
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1/�)&		(0) and −?	(0) against the magnetic parameter* are
plotted in Figures 9 and 10 for di�erent values of 3. From the
�gures, it is observed that the magnitude of wall skin friction
coe�cient decreases with increasing values of velocity ratio
parameter 3 when 3 < 0.1, whereas for 3 > 0.1 the
magnitude of skin-friction increases with3.�e local Nusselt
number (Figure 10) increases with 3; that is, the heat transfer
rate is enhanced with 3. Due to higher values of Casson
parameter �, the magnitude of (1 + 1/�)&		(0) decreases
(Figure 11) for both values of 3 (for 3 > 1 as well as for3 < 1). On the other hand, the value of −?	(0), that is, the
heat transfer (Figure 12), increases with � for 3 = 2 (>1)
and decreases with � when 3 = 0.1 (<1). Finally, from those
�gures (Figures 9–12), it can be noticed that the wall skin
friction coe�cient always becomes larger when the external
magnetic �eld is stronger and the rate of heat transfer is
enhanced (reduced) with increasing magnetic parameter *
for 3 > 1 (3 < 1).
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Figure 9:�e values of (1+1/�)&		(0) for several values of3 and *.
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7. Conclusions

�e MHD stagnation-point ow of Casson uid and heat
transfer over a stretching sheet are investigated taking into
consideration the thermal radiation e�ect. Using similarity
transformations, the governing equations are transformed to
self-similar ordinary di�erential equations which are then
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solved using shooting method. From the study, the following
remarks can be summarized.

(a) �e velocity boundary layer thickness reduces with
velocity ratio parameter and magnetic parameter.

(b) �e velocity boundary layer thickness for Casson
uid is larger than that of Newtonian uid.

(c) For Casson uid, that is, for decrease of Casson para-
meter, the thermal boundary layer thickness decre-
ases for 3 = 0.1 (<1) and, in contrast, for 3 = 2 (>1)
the thickness increases.

(d) Due to thermal radiation, the temperature inside the
boundary layer decreases.

(e) �emagnitude of wall skin-friction coe�cient decre-
ases with Casson parameter �.

Nomenclature

 : Straining constant3: Velocity ratio parameter$: Stretching constantA�: Wall skin friction coe�cient$
: Speci�c heat&: Dimensionless stream function&	: Dimensionless velocity�0: Strength of magnetic �eld applied in the � direction:1: Absorption coe�cient*: Magnetic parameter
Nu�: Local Nusselt number
Pr: Prandtl number�: A variable��: Yield stress of uid7: A variable7�: Radiative heat ux7�: Heat ux from the sheet@: �ermal radiation parameter
Re�: Local Reynolds number

5: Temperature5�: Constant temperature at the sheet5∞: Free stream temperature��: Straining velocity of the stagnation-point
ow��: Stretching velocity of the sheet�: Velocity component in � direction

V: Velocity component in � direction�: Distance along the sheet�: Distance perpendicular to the sheetF: A variable.

Greek Symbols

�: Non-Newtonian/Casson parameterI: Velocity boundary layer thicknessI�: �ermal boundary layer thickness': Similarity variable'∞: Finite value of ''�: Dimensionless velocity boundary layer
thickness'��: Dimensionless thermal boundary layer
thickness6: �ermal conductivity
�: Plastic dynamic viscosity of the
non-Newtonian uid: Product of the component of deformation
rate with itself�: Critical value of �: Kinematic uid viscosity�: Fluid densityΨ: Stream function�: Electrical conductivity of the uid�∗: Stefan-Boltzmann constant��: Shear stress?: Dimensionless temperature.
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